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Trop gros

The story of Too Big (2022) takes place on a peninsula whose shores 
changes with the tide. The inhabitants are dressed soberly, in black from 
head to toe. It is difficult to pin them down to a place or time, it is more 
their relationships that are highlighted. The shape of the hats - round or 
pointed - or the position of the different characters, perhaps, makes it 
possible to distinguish different social groups. The peninsula looks a bit 
like Utopia, Thomas More’s totalitarian nightmare. It is more an allegory 
than a definable place. It would be like the image of a place in which 
images of characters evolve. 

These characters have their habits, the meaning of which is not clear. 
They have a daily life similar to the game of the snakes and the ladders 
- a board game where you go up and down randomly by rolling the dice. 
At the top of the board stands an axis with four faces, each with a longer 
or shorter nose. The characters play with no real purpose, neither to win 
nor to lose. They seem to be part of the game. When the characters are 
not walking around with ladders in their hands and snakes between their 
feet, they get together to sing. They probably know the words by heart, 
because the sheet music they read is a blank page.

Two characters seem more questioning than the others. The guy in the 
bar, away from the singing group, is measuring a crumbling pile of sand 
with a compass. Later he criticizes an author on her text which obviously 
lacks guts. The other observer is the narrator. He sets the scene for the 
story from the beginning without ever meeting the characters. While these 
two individuals seem to be more knowledgeable about the situation, they 
seem more confident than the others. 

In this film directed by Marie Boudet - who also plays the narrator - the 
role of the characters is less important than their relationships. She pays 
great attention to the setting, the costumes, the rites, with the distance 
of a newcomer. No one will know the origin of this island society, nor 
the basis of the desires and conflicts that drive the members of the 
group. But more than an erasure of history, this approach is an extreme 
concentration on the present. We can observe closely the tensions that 
arise in the organization of a group and that can transform goodwill into 
contempt. We can see the friction between the opacity of what is inherited 
and the banality of what is experienced on a daily basis.

When a reality or a truth is too complex to be represented, what is left to 
perceive from a long history constructed by others? What can we decipher 
from the mechanisms of the present? If history is too big to grasp, it risks 
becoming overwhelming.

In the performance An Ecrasante Story (2020-2021), Marie Boudet already 
used the strategies used in Too Big. The performance takes place in three 
parts. At the beginning, four elementary figures (water, fire, earth and 
air) deposit a relic in the form of a giant navel in the middle of a field of 
ruins. These elemental figures follow an absurd administrative logic. A 
unidirectional contractual relationship replaces the mythological origin of 
an obscure cult of which only a navel-shaped relic remains. It is presented 
as a point of origin, an axis that makes the world go round. It seems 
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above all to be a pretext that occupies the characters, who only look at it, 
concentrated on a very limited perimeter.

In the morning, four characters wake up in the field of ruins visited the 
day before by the elements. Where the latter seem to know what they 
are doing, the newcomers seem rather amateurish. They wear their 
personalities on their faces: an index finger ready to point at anything, 
a clenched fist knocking, an unlit light bulb, or a carrot at the end of a 
stick. They receive the arrival of the relic as something obvious, without 
questionning it. The navel is there. Instead of wondering where it came 
from, they urgently need to ask: is this relic real or fake? To find out, 
they use a smartphone application, which allows them to get information 
about the giant navel by scanning it. A bit like the Yuka app, whose carrot-
shaped logo is reminiscent of the one hanging from the end of the stick. 
The application says that the navel is an axis of the world, a return to the 
origin... It is the fixed place where truths are established. 

The set and props of An Ecrasante Story are crucial to understanding 
what Marie Boudet is looking at. The stage is structured according to 
codes close to ancient theatre. The stage elements form a kind of heart, 
made up of curtained figures whose arms are extended with fabric, which 
introduce the temporality and the context of what the audience is going 
to see. Then they switch off. In the third act, they take over the stage, 
intruding while the amateurs discuss the authenticity of their relic. The 
curtain-jerks start dancing, drawing on their bellies, painting the unlit light 
bulb yellow to make it look lit... At this point, Marie Boudet takes advantage 
of the potential of the performance to go beyond what she writes. The 
curtain-jerks, weary of their ceremonial roles, seem to improvise and take 
over the story they are part of. Then everyone falls back into place when 
the amateur experts get tired of calculating.

An Ecrasante Story and Too Big share an interest in what emerges from 
complex stories. In these works, one is positioned as an uninformed tourist, 
who can only grasp the superficial aspect of what is happening before his 
eyes. The peninsula is always changing shape and cannot be grasped 
as a whole. The field of ruins is more allegorical than truly historical. 
What remains visible are the social relations. Between people who look 
informed - in the manner of religious or scientific elites - and others who 
are not, but whose survival in community depends on the acceptance of 
unquestionable rules. This tension is at the heart of both works. It allows 
a whole set of choreographies existing in small communities to be played 
out. Superiority, jealousy, confusion, stress...

Marie Boudet tells stories that tell stories, so she cannot escape the 
questions her characters ask themselves. In the realization of her projects, 
she uses staging tricks that allow her to analyze her own working methods. 
The curtain-jerks in An Ecrasante Story, or her role as narrator in Too Big 
illustrate a concern that the artist shares with all those who engage in 
collective practices: does she apply in her own work what is played out in 
her works? What relationship does she have with her actresses and actors, 
with her film crew? What is possible to manage alone and what autonomy 
should be left to others? This metaphysical aspect overflows from her 
works, from their construction to their circulation, and will undoubtedly 
feed her next films.
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